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1911 Ministers who for the time being possess the confidence of the House of
Age 58 Commons, whether that advice does or does not conform to the private
and personal judgment of the Sovereign. Ministers will always pay th^
utmost deference, and give the most serious consideration, to any
criticism or objection that the Monarch may offer to their policy; but
the ultimate decision rests with them ; for they, and not the Crown, are
responsible to Parliament. It is only by a scrupulous adherence to'this
well-established Constitutional doctrine that the Crown can be kept out
of the arena of party politics.
It follows that it is not the function of a Constitutional Sovereign to
act as arbiter or mediator between rival parties and policies ; still less
to take advice from the leaders on both sides, with the view to forming
a conclusion of his own. George III in the early years of his reign tried
to rule after this fashion, with the worst results, and with the accession
of Mr. Pitt to power he practically abandoned the attempt. The growth
and development of our representative system, and the clear establish-
ment at the core and centre of our Constitution of the doctrine of
Ministerial responsibility, have since placed the position of the Sovereign
beyond the region of doubt or controversy.
It is technically possible for the Sovereign to dismiss Ministers who
tender to him unpalatable advice. The last instance of such a proceeding
was in 1834, when William IV compelled the resignation of Lord Melbourne
and his colleagues. The result was, from the King's point of view,
singularly unsatisfactory. The dismissed Ministers found an adequate
majority in the new House of Commons. The King was compelled to
take them back again, and they remained in power for another 6 years.
During the long reign of Queen Victoria, though she was often in dis-
agreement with the Ministry of the day, she never resorted to this part
of the prerogative. She recognised that, so long as a Ministry possessed
the confidence of the House of Commons, she had no alternative but to
act on its advice. The reason is plain. The House of Commons, by reason
of its power over Supply, has every Ministry at its mercy. The "King
cannot act without Ministers, and Ministers are impotent to carry on $h&
government of the country without a majority in the House of Commons.
The position becomes exceptionally clear and simple, when—as the
case is now—a ministry has appealed to the country upon the specific
and dominating issue of the day, and upon that issue commands a
majority of more than 100 in the House of Commons.
As reported by Lord Lansdowne his interview with the "King kept
within the limits laid down in this minute, and it was undoubtedly
a valuable, if ominous, indication of the mind of the Opposition at
this time. Lord Lansdowne, while agreeing that " if the crisis were
to come upon tib to-morrow owing to the rejection of the Parliament
Bill/' Mr. Balfour would not " stand any chance if the country were
to be again appealed to upon what would virtually be the same
issue," yet suggested that " as the situation developed, the issije
^jgbt undergo a change. Tor example, supposing an amendment,
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